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“Levedad” (Lightness).  Variable measures. Installation. Wall fragments, mangrove wood and ropes. 

Mirador Gallery UCSG. Guayaquil, Ecuador. 2019



“Levedad” (Lightness)
Installation, Wall fragments, mangrove wood and 
ropes
Variable measures
2019

It is an installation made of mangrove woods,
wall fragments and ropes that have been
turned into debris by demolition. These
elements, when suspended, recreate a levitate
as if they wanted to narrate an atmosphere of
detachment.

Here, we see a kind of static narration, of
wanting to show what happens in an
undefined state. The emergence of a
premeditated fall allows witnessing a futile,
random and playful event that occurs inside
the building.

“Levedad" collects vernacular knowledge of
construction that gradually disappears in the
city of Guayaquil like others in Latin America
that seek progress in concrete and metal.
Addressing this liminal transition process
allows us to approximate the cultural, social,
economic and political phenomena of a city.

Detail



“Universo Vertical” ( Vertical Universe / from the uninhabitable series) Installation view. Variable measures.

Graphite, gouche, tracing paper and found wood. Centro de Arte contemporáneo de Quito. 2017



“Universo vertical”
“Vertical Universe “(From the uninhabitable series)
Graphite, gouche, tracing paper and wood
Variable Measures
2017

Detalle01 

The whole piece presents in its verticality a
strange shape that evokes the dynamics of
the construction and / or the demolition of
architecture in the city, both structural and
content in an apparent levitation of the
forms that is far from being an orderly and
cautious set.

In “Vertical Universe” (from the
inhabitable series) the line as the main
protagonist migrates to other less peaceful
and domestic territories than paper,
becomes malleable, takes shape and affects
the body inviting it to be part of its
displacement.

Detail



Luis Chenche’s approach to drawing can at times seem like a case of horror vacui playing out,
in which even the tucked-away passages of the largest works have been elaborately detailed
over many accumulated hours of precision craftsmanship. In part, this is because of the artist’s
preference for selecting unassuming corners of the word as his subjects, and rendering them at
approximately three-quarters scale, so that they invite a close-up scrutiny.

Because of his interest in surfaces and textures, Chenche’s selection of the Casa de Arcos as the
ideal site for his drawing-intensive installation, has enabled him to lay claim to a pace in which
the architectural prerogatives of the white cube gallery have been replaced by abundant
evidence of the landmark building’s gradual deterioration over time. Our eyes move easily
from the fragile surfaces of the Casa de Arcos’s walls to the intimacy of Chenche’s drawings,
and back again, while his careful positioning of two tables filled with small drawings is
intended to point our gaze toward the view out the window, across the river and up into the
mountains, bringing epic and domestic scale together in perfect harmony.

Dan Cameron,

Curator.

“Territorios agotados” (Exhausted territories)
XIII Biennale of Cuenca , Impermanencia
Cuenca, Ecuador
2016



“Territorios agotados” (Exhausted territories). Installation view. XIII Biennale of Cuenca. Ecuador. 2016



“Exhausted territories”. Installation view. XIII Biennale of Cuenca. Ecuador. 2016



Details "Landscape Chronicles I” (Left) - "Landscape Chronicles II”  (Right)" From the Exhausted territories series.



“La ciudad que se come así misma” (The city that eats itself). Sculptural Object, Found tires and wall fragments of building in the process of demolition.

Cristal Palace of Guayaquil. Ecuador.  2017. Photo: Ricardo Bohórquez.



“La ciudad que se come así misma” (The city that 
eats itself)
Sculptural Object
Tires found and wall fragments of houses 
in the process of demolition
2017

The processes of construction and
destruction in search of an ideal city, lead
to transformations in the social, political,
economic and cultural fields. The
architectural contrasts of a city allow us to
investigate about the relationships that the
inhabitants have with the place where they
live.

It is in architecture where I allow myself to
expand this focal spectrum, to explore this
way, the city where it is built. This organic
space of encounters and disagreements in
which, with a careful look, we can discover
our idiosyncrasies, memories of a past that
lasts in the form of vestiges, remains and
abandoned objects.

Detail



“Al otro lado” (On the other side).  Miscellaneous materials. Measures45 x 90 x 40 cm. Weight 35 kg. Guayaquil. Ecuador. 2015



“Al otro lado” (On the other side) 
Miscellaneous materials 
45 x 90 x 40 cm
35 kg
2015

"On the other side" is a sculptural piece
consisting of fragments of wall (rubble)
placed by a latch and secured with a
padlock, which is made more complex by
the poetic use of language, beyond the risk
that the work borders the fields of the
illustrative, problematizes when we find
denatured, the security device so that the
lock can work, converted to an irrational
fact.

In my work the absurd relationship of
taking the work of destroying everyday
things and building them from a laborious
exercise, an absurd fact about one's own
nature that involves a lot of work to do it,
machinery, welding, moving things, etc., is
evident. The words force you to turn
around disrespecting the logic of security,
facing the paradox and contradictions of
ruin and insurance.

Detail



“Bordes” (Borders). Graphite, marker and acrylic on canvas. Measures120 x 150 cm. Casa de la Cultura Núcleo del Guayas. Ecuador. 2015



“Bordes” (Borders) 
Graphite,  marker and acrylic on canvas
120 x 150 cm 
2015

With its polysemic spectrum, the work "Borders"
offers evidence of my interests and anxieties, many
of which are born precisely from the territory in
which I live. Why are the apologies on historical
neighborhoods witnessing the growth of the city
scarce? Are we ashamed to find images of these
"invisible" places under the concept of modern city
and the appeal to the notion of progress? What
would happen if instead of finding maps of the
tourist places, we show those who have and are
cementing the city from the everyday? Would there
be any way to shake the logic of existing hegemonic
representation without falling into the pamphlet?

The scene is presented as an anachrony, a place
where the progress of industrialization and its
opposite coexist on the one hand, the precariousness
of existence in the traditional sector of Guayaquil:
Cuba neighborhood. I am interested in the problem
of the relationship of the real world and our ways of
representing it.

Detail



Bio

Luis Chenche (Ecuador, 1988) studied Visual Arts at the University of the Arts,
Guayaquil, Ecuador. He lives and works between France and Ecuador, based in Paris.

His recent solo exhibition was at the Mirador UCSG Gallery, called “En-demolición”
Ecuador (2019). In 2017 he exhibited "The Nameless city" at the Ecuadorian embassy
in France (Paris). He has participated in group exhibitions including: ArteBa
International Art Fair. Buenos Aires, Argentina (2019). The XIV Cuenca / Ecuador
Biennial “Estructuras Vivientes" (2018). The 3th Edition Brazil Award, Emerging Art.
CAC. Quito / Ecuador (2017). The XIII Cuenca / Ecuador Biennial "Impermanencia"
where he was awarded the Paris Prize (2016). ROMPEFLASCHE Austauschprojekt /
exchange project, CAC & H2 –Zentrum für Gegewartskunst, Augsburg. Deutschland
/ Germany (2016). He has received Prizes and honorable mentions from various
spaces and cultural events in Ecuador.



Statement

Luis Chenche approaches his artistic proposal with a sense of inquiry about unofficial
urban spaces (places in disuse, ruins, rubble) to transform them into poetic
possibilities and at the same time interpellant. His interests are focused on re-
signifying latent elements that inhabit these often imperceptible spaces.

Chenche confronts the material’s gestures in his liminal state of transformation,
through a creative process of searches and reconciliations with aspects of everyday life
that are directly related to visual resources of architecture. During his artistic practice,
he builds a triad of concepts around liminality: Body, Space and Ruins. This
methodology has allowed him to ask himself questions about the very existence of
things and even more about the nature of our existence.

The artist has an affinity with different media such as: painting, installation,
photography, video and drawing. Many of his works refer to a formal study of
topography characterized by a high level of thoroughness and detail.
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